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1 The problem
The frequency of the national electricity grid is affected by fluctuations in supply and demand,
and so continually "judders" in an essentially unpredictable fashion around 50 Hz. At present such
perturbations do not seemingly affect Nuclear Electric as most of their plant is run at more or
less constant load, but they would like to be able to offer the national grid a mode of operation
in which they "followed» the grid frequency: i.e., as the frequency rose above or fell below 50 Hz ,
the plant's output would be adjusted so as to tend to restore the frequency to 50 Hz. The aim is
to maintain grid frequency within 0·2 Hz of its notional value. Such a mode of operation, however,
would cause a certain amount of damage to plant components owing to the consequent continual
changes in temperature and pressure within them.

Nuclear Electric currently have complex computational models of how plants will behave under
these conditions, which allows them to compute plant data (e.g., reactor temperatures) from given
grid frequency data. One approach to damage assessment would require several years'-worth of
real grid data to be fed into this model and the corresponding damage computed (via "cycle
distributions" created by their damage experts). The results of this analysis would demonstrate
one of three possibilities: the damage may be acceptable under all reasonable operating conditions;
or it may be acceptable except in the case of an exceptional abrupt change in grid frequency (caused
by power transmission line failure, or another power station suddenly going off-line, for instance),
in which case some kind of backup supply (e.g., gas boilers) would be required; or it may simply
be unacceptable.

However, their current model runs in approximately real time, making it inappropriate for such
a large amount of data: our problem was to suggest alternative approaches. Specifically, we were
asked the following questions:

• Can component damage be reliably estimated directly from cycle distributions of grid fre-
quency? i.e., are there maps from frequency cycle distributions to plant parameter cycle
d ist.ribu lions?

• Can a simple model of plant dynamics be used to assess the potential for such maps?

• What methods can be used to select representative samples of grid frequency behaviour?
What weightings should be applied to the selections?

• Is it possible to construct a "cycle transform» (Fourier transform) which will capture th~'
essential features of grid frequency and which can then be inverted to generate simulated
frequency transients?

We did not consider this last question, other than to say "probably not».
We were supplied with data of the actual grid frequency measurements for the evening of

29/7/95, and the corresponding plant responses (obtained using Nuclear Electric's current compu-
tational model). A simplified nonlinear mathematical model of the plant was also provided.

Two main approaches were considered: statistical prediction (see section 2) and analytical
modelling via a reduction of the simplified plant model (see section 3).
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2 Statistics

(i) Cycles
Damage potential is currently assessed at Nuclear Electric using a pre-written code to calculate a
'cycle histogram'. This was run at the Study Group (see figure 1). Some thought was given to the
possibility of relating the resulting cycle spectrum in a crude way to the power spectrum, although
no specific suggestions were made.
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Figure 1: Histogram of the amplitudes of so-called 'H'-cycles for the supplied data (log-linear).

(ii) Power spectra
The power spectrum of the raw grid frequency data is shown in figure 2. It has a long tail. On the
other hand, figure 3 is the corresponding power spectrum of the inlet gas temperature (computed
from the supplied plant data). There is a sharp cut-off at the noise floor, suggestive that the plant
acts as a linear filter on the grid frequency. We come back to this below.

(iii) Phase portraits
The degree of linearity can be gauged to some extent by plotting phase portraits of the model out-
puts. In figure 4 we show a number of these, representing plots relating grid frequency w, circulator
gas outlet temperature T1, channel gas outlet temperature T2, reheater steam exit temperature
TR, superheater steam exit temperature T«, and reactor thermal power QB. Tt can be seen that
there is, for example. good linear correlation between wand Q B, with some scatter. When such a
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Figure 2: Power spectrum of grid frequency (natural logo-linear).
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plot is viewed in time (i.e., the points are added in sequence), there is apparent cycling about the
linear trend, which suggest.s that the small scale scatter is due to nonlinear deterministic effects (as
opposed to, for example, an AR model, where the sequence would appear more random in space),

(iv) Other methodologies
Lack of time, or lack of code, prevented much exploration of other techniques. Here we outline a
possible scenario for future work; the small scale model described in section 3 can be used as a
benchmark against. which different methods of data analysis can be test.ed. We term this process
"nonlincar modelling", One st.rat.cgy is a." foIIO\\·,;. Given the grid frequency dat.a w(t), "·c ,:IIOO,;C
a suitable phase space embedding, say in ]Rds as

OJ == (W(ti),W(ti -ll.), ... ,w(tj·- (dE -l)ll.)),

where ll. is the lag and de is the embedding dimension. Typical choices of de and ll. will have
dEll. ~ 200s (the longest response time), and ll.~ 10s (the shortest response time), though there
is flexibility in the choice. The time series {w(t;)} is now represented by the embedded trajectory
{Od. This trajectory is nonlinearly fil tered by using singular value decomposition to compute the
singular spectrum, 0"1 2: 0"2 2: ... 2: 0" dE' We filter by projecting the vectors on to the singular
vectors with at > 6, where 6 typically represents the noise floor. As a result, we obtain a filtered
trajectory {O{}, where each O{ is the sum of k multiples of the k retained singular vectors. A
typical value might be k = 6, for example.
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Figure 3: Power spectrum of inlet ga5 1l'f"Ii'"I';,J ",', ,', •• ,

Finally, we build a nonlinear model by seeking a map F : IRk -t IR such that

F(D.{) = 7';,

where T is the observable (e.g., a plant temperature) which we hope to predict. Typical examples
of such nonlinear models use radial basis functions, or local (in phase space) linear predictors, to
estimate F.

We may use the simple model of section 3 as a laboratory control for t hi" md hod in the
following way. Use the simple model to generate (given w) the observable T Build a nonlinear
prr-dictor [exact.ly as dp"rrihrd ClOO\'!,) to rHi'dirt T from '"J, NOli" we CII) rstill),ltr- tlw value of the
predictor by comput.ing T for a different w using the model, and comparing with the estimates
from the predictor. In this way, we can gain a measure of the reliability of the nonlinear predictor
for the particular data that we are considering.

3 Analytical models

3.1 The plant
Nuclear Electric provided a simplified mathematical model of a plant and its control system. This
model involved a dozen or so plant parameters, including several control loops. The plant divides
naturally into two sections: the reactor and boiler in one section, and the turbines and reheater
ill t l«: ot hcr , Feedback (~Oll]l'.' ill the rorrn or the grid rr(''I1l<'Il(,Y, 11)(';J,llr('d ;11 till t url.i n.: "klfL ill
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Figure 4: Phase portraits relating grid frequency and plant parameters.
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the second section, which is used to control the governor regulating the boiler pressure in the first
section.

It was clear that these two sections could effectively be decoupled; whilst. a particular power
station does have an effect on the grid frequency (via its varying electrical output at the turbines),
it is only one of several such stations affecting the frequency, and so its individual effect is small.
Other suppliers and the large number of consumers will be more significant, and will act so as to
make the grid behave in a particular way regardless of this station's actions. The grid frequency
may therefore be considered as input to the plant, unaffected by the plant's output.

We also chose to ignore the rate-limiters which control pressure and heat output in the plant;
we assumed that these limit •.•rs would only be activated ill cxt.rcmc (or, at. lea..;t , relatively unusual)
circumstances.

With these considerations, the model for the boiler sect.ion of the plant. becomes self-contained
and linear, albeit wit.h time-varying coefficient.s. We further approximated by linearizing these
coefficients about their equilibrium values. Consideration of the magnitudes of the perturbations
involved indicated that this should be a very acceptable approximation in all but extreme cases;
if the grid frequency remains within the range 49·8-50·2 Hz and w stays within "normal" bounds
(such as those in the sample data) we find ourselves within the linear regime.

With these considerations the entire model reduces to a third-order linear inhomogeneous sys-

1.003 0.999 1.001
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where P, Q and C are perturbation plant parameters, w = (w - wo)/wo (where Wo = 50 Hz) is the
normalized frequency deviation, and all other parameters are defined by the plant design (constant
for a given design). We were supplied with suitable values for these parameters.

(More explicitly, P, Q and C are defined by

PD = (1 + ,sA~)Pset + PsoP,
QB = AoPset/PSo + Q,

Cl AoPset!PSo + C
in terms of the variables PD, QB and Cl of Nuclear Electric's model. The constant .Il in (1) is
equal to the reciprocal of the "droop": i.e., a droop of 8% means .Il = 12·5.)

We write (1) in shorthand as
x = Ax + Fw. (2)

Using "typical" values for the plant parameters, we calculated the eigenvalues of A as -0·0045 and
-0·0066 ± O·OHi. (These correspond to time constants of approx. 220s and 150s respectively.)
We note the negativity of the real parts, as expected, for a stable control system.

These model eigenvalues give us an understanding of the inference drawn in section 2(ii) above:
the matrix A acts as a low-pass filter on the power spectrum of the forcing in (2), which is
proportional to w.

To check the validity of this model we used it to compute the gain in QB, given w. The
gain at frequency n is defined as the modulus squared of the second entry of the column vector
(in! - A)-l F. A plot of the resulting function of n (computed using Maple) is shown in figure 5.
The corresponding gain for the supplied plant data was also calculated and appears in figure 6.
The agreement in shape is excellent, both plots showing a peak at somewhat over 0·001 Hz, with
a subsequent steady decay (approximately linear on these log-log scales). There is however a dis-
agreement (even at the level of order of magnitude) between the gain values, which was accidentally
overlooked by the Study Group (where the vertical scales on the two graphs were misinterpreted).
This is probably due to a mismatch between the normalizations of QB and w used to generate the
two plots, as the plant data came from a file in which values had been renormalized. This should
be further investigated, and it may be necessary to adjust the plant parameters in the model to
obtain a good fit.

Further suggested work on t.his model includes solving (2) subject to forcing w = WO(t), where
W is a const.ant and 0 is the Heaviside step function. This could model a sudden rise or fall in the
grid frequency, caused by some drastic change in demand or supply, where W is a measure of the
size of the change. Damage could be calculated analytically in this case, and a comparison with
the output of the larger computational model would reveal the limits of the linear approximation.

It is hoped that this reduced model will prove effective enough to use on the "everyday" grid
data. It is certainly extremely cheap computation ally, and so could be run effectively on huge
amounts of data. The existing large computational model could be used to fill in the gaps where
the grid frequency data is unusual in various ways and in which the reduced model's validity is
called into question. This combination of models should allow damage analysis, on a large enough
range of data, to be carried out in reasonable time.

3.2 The grid frequency
On a short time scale the grid behaviour is dominated by changes in demand t=rnpered by the
rotational inertia of all the turbines and generators (as well as electric motors, at least in principle)
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Figure 5: Predicted gain in QB for unit grid perturbation under the model (1) (log-log).
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connected to the grid. The appropriate equation, in linearized form, is

Es - T/W = ED (3)

where Es represents the generated power (as delivered to the generator rotors) and ED is the
demand. The term T/W represents kinetic (rotational) energy being transformed to electric power
or vice versa - this term is linearized here, as the grid frequency is close to constant. If Es and
ED are also scaled appropriately, the constant T] may be interpreted as a time scale: the time
it would take for the demand to totally drain the rotational energy of all the generators in the
absence of any generated power. In fact we shall let Es and ED be the normalized deviations from
an equilibrium; so Es = ED = 0 at a postulated equilibrium, and they would drop to -1 if all
power generation ceased.

We may, somewhat arbitrarily, estimate T/ ~ 8s.
We model the demand ED as a Brownian motion. This may not be too unreasonable if the

demand is thought of as a large number of stochastically independent small consumers of power
being switched on and off at random times. However this model only makes sense on relatively
short time scales, as Brownian motion is almost surely unbounded whereas ED is clearly bounded.

In practice the generated power Es is not constant, but is constantly regulated in an effort to
keep w ~ O. We model this via the forced relaxation equation

TsEs + Es = -fw. (4)

Here TS is a time constant characteristic of the control systems of those generating plants partici-
pating in frequency regulation: it is the time-scale over which those plants respond to an abrupt
change in grid frequency. A value of TS ~ 10 s may be considered typical. I' expresses the relative
strength of this control mechanism: a change in t1I equal to 1/f (the "droop") will result in a
100% change in generated power. A droop of 4% has been suggested, corresponding to r = 25.
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Figure 6: Gain in Q B for unit grid perturbation calculated from the supplied plant data (log-log).
The values on the vertical axis give the natural logarithm of the gain.

However, only a fraction of stations follow the grid at any time, so perhaps a proportion I' ::::::4 is
more appropriate.

If we eliminate Es from the two equations (3) and (4) the equation

results. This has to be interpreted with some caution, as the time derivative of Brownian motion
- whit.e noise - only exists in a generalized sense.

\Ve 1H'('d a bit of not a tion
If y is a stationary stochastic process with finite variance on the real line, its autocorrclation

Ry(t') = E[y(t)y(t + t'))

is a function of t' alone, and its Fourier transform

is called t.he spectral density or the power spectrum of the process. The process is called ergodic if

Sy(<p) = !y(<pW for almost every sample path y (where y is the Fourier transform of y).
In general we think of white noise as a stationary process whose autocorrelation is a delta

fIJl)I"ti011, :1nd wh!!~,' '~I""'fr:d (kn~it\· i~ fll"r,'f"q'" " "'111.-;1;1": fllIJl'li',n Ih :l,ksr;t!, IlrUII'II1dll

motion, is not st.at.ionary, but if it were, t.he theory would make its power spectrum equal to a

0,500

(5)
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Figure 7: Actual power spectrum estimated from data on the evening of 29/7/95 (jagged curve)
and from the model (smooth curve).

constant times 1/ t.p2. In fact Brownian motion does have stationary increments, so this argument
can be made rigorous with a little more work - see, e.g., Doob (Stochastic processes pp. 434-436,
Wiley, 1953).

Formally taking Fourier transforms on both sides of (5) we get

·(-TSTJt.p2 -iTJt.p+ f)w(t.p) = -(1- iTSt.p)ED(t.p)

or, t.aking absolute values and squaring,

With the above assumption on the power spectrum of ED, we would get a power spectrum of w
proportional to

(6)((f - TSTJt.p2)2 + (Tlt.p)2)t.p2·

In figure 7 this power spectrum is computed and overlaid on the spectrum estimated from the
observed data. Apart from t.he model's resonance near 0·03 Hz, the fit looks fairly reasonable.
An explanation for the absence of an observed resonance in t.he data might be that different grid
followers operate with different values of TS, which might help to obscure any resonance.
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3.3 A typical day

How might we select representative samples of grid frequency: i.e., can we produce some "typical
days"? The jagged curve in figure 7 shows that the power spectrum of the grid frequency (for the
night in question) divides fairly cleanly into two regions: up to around a frequency tp = 0·05Hz, a
region approximately proportional to tp-O.6, and beyond that a region proportional to tp-2. The
work in section 3.2 shows that the second region results substantially from Brownian motion; the
main qualitative difference between different days of the year is therefore likely to be in the first
region. We might expect different gradients (instead of -0·6) and different amplitudes depending
on the season and the time of day. The Study Group's suggestion is to compute the power spectra
from the grid data for a large number of days and smooth off (or even cut off completely) the tp-2

regions. From these, extreme examples should be taken, as well as suitably averaged selections,
for each significant time of day, week and year. The selected spectra could then be converted back
to "representative" time series for w.
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